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― Illuminate how art is essential to garnering feedback between 
professional planners, a client, and the community

― Highlight how art, or most appropriately, the discussions about art 
bridge understanding 

― Educate on solution-focused art for planning opportunities 
― Build a sense of inspiration, stewardship and collaborative 

ownership among local stakeholders, community members, artists, 
and planners



art as communication



― An artwork is the visual expression of an idea or 
experience created with skill. Visual art is more than 
paintings on a wall. Visual art includes drawings, 
printmaking, sculpture, architecture, photography, film-
making, crafts, graphic arts, industrial and commercial 
design, video, and computer arts.



Meyer Straus. Bayou Teche. 1870. Oil on canvas.



com·mu·ni·ca·tion
/kəˌmyo͞onəˈkāSH(ə)n/

noun
1. the imparting or exchanging of information or news
2. the successful conveying or sharing of ideas and feelings.
3. means of sending or receiving information



Norman Rockwell. The Problem We All Live With. 1964. Oil on canvas.



Hamilton, the musical



how can the artistic process 
facilitate inclusive 
community engagement? 



























art & the impact on 
planning/design



who is the audience?

which type of art intervention is good for a particular situation?
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Please rank the choices below by dragging them into your 
preferred order of interest/importance. You may also use the 

dropdown arrow beside each option to assign the appropriate 
number based on your preference.
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concluding thoughts



1
art can be used as a vehicle or 
venue for conversation about 
a topic or place



2
art and artists can build a 
sense of inspiration, 
stewardship and collaborative 
ownership among residents, 
stakeholders and planning 
professionals



3
artists need advocates to 
continue to practice in this 
sphere



4
remember, the idea is not to 
always end with an ‘art’ product



discussion
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